
The Four Hatikvah Questions

The place of Place in 2017

Summary:

Exploring  the nature of Israel's  borders  fifty years  after the Six Days War. How did the borders  come into place, and
what relation do they have to the history of the Jewish People?

Lesson by: Makom   , Original lesson by: Makom  

For age: 15-18, 19-22, 23+, 35+, 65+

Prior knowledge: Session I on In Our Land

Time needed: 90 mins

Categories: In Our Land

Tags: Israeli-Arab Conflict, Zionist history, Land of Israel, Armed conflicts , Palestinian conflict

Enduring understandings

1. The geographical location of "Our Home-Land" does not map directly on to the internationally
recognized borders  of our State.

2. There is  no agreement within the Jewish people as  to the borders  of our Home-Land
3. Much of the strugg les  over the West Bank are driven by the dissatisfaction of some, that their

understanding  of the location of our Home-Land is  different from the current borders  of our state

Essential questions

Where is  Our Home-Land?
What are the borders  of the State of Israel, and how did they come about?
How do I feel about the difference between the location of Our Home-Land, and the borders  of our
State?
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Where was Uganda plan?
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1. Setting up the Uganda Plan

Provide the students  with the following  information, in whatever form you see fit:

Some 45 years  before the establishment of the State of Israel, and before both World Wars , the Zionist
movement led by Theodore Herzl,  received a letter written by Sir Clement Hill, Superintendent of African
Protectorates. The British government was willing  to consider Jewish settlement in East Africa. (The area of
Uasin Gishu is  now s ituated in West Kenya, but at the time was seen as part of Uganda. Hence “The Uganda
Plan”)

Hill s tated that this  settlement could be politically independent, with a Jewish governor and a Jewish
administration. At the Sixth Zionist Congress , Herzl presented a summary of his  negotiations with the British.
Herzl claimed that the Congress should not reject the plan, but should investigate it, as  it was a leg itimate offer
from the British Empire, an offer which conferred upon Zionism an important stamp of approval and
leg itimacy. The reaction of the Congress delegates was heated. Many threatened to withdraw, and the Russian
delegation did, in fact , walk out of the congress-hall for a number of hours.

Even recent survivors  of the devastating  Kishinev Pogrom a few months previously rejected the Uganda Plan.
Herzl noted in his  diary: “These people have a rope round their necks and still they refuse”

Over a hundred years later, a young Israeli artist and designer called Yoav Goti, found himself

wondering what would the State of the Jews have looked like if the Zionist movement had

accepted the Uganda Plan? What would the African State of the Jews have been called? What

would its iconography look like?

Goti's State of Eden

Split the students  into small groups with the following  instructions:

Take a look at some of the items that Goti created, and compare them to the orig inal imagery that Goti played
with. What is  different? What is  s imilar? And what city in particular is  miss ing  from Goti’s  State of Eden? 

Hand out print-outs  of Goti's  images and the comparison images, or screen them.
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And if it were Uganda?
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Compared to Uganda
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Whole class discussion:

Gather observations about flora, fauna, militarism, and – most crucially – the absence of places that resonate
with Jewish culture.

If the conversation does not naturally flow in this  direction, ask students  to respond to Goti’s  comment:

I decided to test whether the DNA of  Zionism, pioneers, kibbutznikim who make the deserts bloom - could
take place anywhere. I discovered that a great deal of our heritage, and of who we are - memory, and wars,
and Zionism, and making deserts bloom, and sanctification of the dead - could have happened anywhere.

Do you agree?
Why do you think the Zionist Congress rejected the idea of settling  in East Africa?

 

Look out for/encourage students  to make use of the enduring  understandings of the previous lesson:

“Our Land” refers  to the particular place to which our culture refers , that we hope to pass on to our
children, to which we will always assume to have entry, and whose shape is  reassuring ly familiar. Most
nations live “at home” in their own “land”. Hence “home-land”.
It is  possible to be living  in your “Land”, without fully feeling  “at home”. It is  also possible to feel “at
home” without living  in your land.
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2. The Balfour Declaration

The Balfour Declaration is  a crucial document in our exploration of In Our Land, for two reasons.

1. It represents  the first time the modern nations of the world acknowledge and commit to the connection
between the Jewish People, and key parts  of the geographical Land of Israel.

2. It demonstrates how the Zionist enterprise has always been a strugg le between Jewish aspirations and
realpolitik of the world’s  approval.

Here we recommend a 10 minute “frontal” on the part of the teacher, which covers  the following  information:

Background information

The Balfour Declaration is  the name g iven to a letter s igned by the British Foreign Minister, Lord Arthur James
Balfour, on November 2nd 1917. The letter announces that Britain will support the establishment of a National
Home for the Jewish People in British-controlled Palestine (the biblical Land of Israel). This  was an
unprecedented achievement for the Zionist movement. At the time Britain was a super-power greater than the
United States of today, and it was g iving  its  bless ing  to the aspirations of the Zionist movement.

The declaration was handed to Lord Lionel Walter Rothschild, who was requested to pass it on to the Zionist
Federation. It was written in response to a proposal presented to the British government by Dr Haim
Weizmann in collaboration with the British Zionist leadership. Weizmann’s  proposal had included the request
to recognize the Jewish People’s  right to the Land of Israel, the right of Jews to immigrate there, and the official
recognition of the Zionist Movement in the Land of Israel. The final declaration was more limited than
Weizmann’s  proposal, although it did support the establishment of a “Jewish Home” in the Land of Israel. It
also de facto recognized the Zionist movement’s  aspirations.

The British government’s  cabinet approved the declaration, after several alterations to its  wording  in the days
leading  up to its  completion. The Zionist movement had sent over 12 alternative wordings, before the cabinet
fixed on the final declaration.

In 1922 Balfour’s  letter was adopted as  international law, when it was included word-for-word in the Mandate
of the League of Nations (the body that preceded the creation of the UN)
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Foreign Office,

November 2nd, 1917.

Dear Lord Rothschild,

I have much pleasure in conveying to you, on behalf of His Majesty's Government, the following declaration
of sympathy with Jewish Zionist aspirations which has been submitted to, and approved by, the Cabinet:

"His Majesty's Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the
Jewish people, and will use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly
understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-
Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country".

I should be grateful if you would bring this declaration to the knowledge of the Zionist Federation.

Yours sincerely Arthur James Balfour

3. Lines on a Map

Divide participants  up into nine groups.

Give each group one historical map to study, and one map of 2016 Israel.

Each group has 15 minutes to study the map, learn how to explain it to others , and do some goog ling  about
various topics  related to the information on the map.

As you give the instructions, point out: Most of these maps were created by British historian Martin Gilbert, who is also
known for his thorough and ground-breaking work on the Holocaust. He is a Jewish scholar, and a committed Zionist.
His research is impeccable and at the same time his perspective is very much a Zionist perspective. You may notice this
in his choice of words, and what he chooses to emphasize.

You now have 30 minutes to walk around the room.
The room is  now full of experts .
Your job is  to learn all you can about the maps you did not study.
The only rule is  that if anyone asks you, you must also teach them about your map.
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Map of Land of Israel - Judges period
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Map of Land of Israel - King David period
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Map of Land of Israel - Herod period
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Map of 1947 Partition Plan
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Map of 1948 War of Independence
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Map of 1967 Six Day War
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Map of Jerusalem before and after 1967
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Map of 1978 Peace with Egypt
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Map of Gaza disengagement
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Israel's internationally-recognized borders as of 2016
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Gathering

Did you learn anything  new? What was it?
Where would you say is  “The Biblical Land of Israel?”
How would you compare the current internationally-recognized borders  of Israel to the map you
studied?

4. Concluding discussion

In order to bring  this  sess ion into direct contact with the Occupation/Settlement of the West Bank/Judea and
Samaria, we recommend screening  the video about the settlements. If you have time, we'd recommend also
screening  the video of Relig ious ties  to Judea and Samaria. 

Your students  might be ready to jump into discussion without further stimulation. In which case, here are some
guiding  questions for the facilitator.

How does this  leave you feeling?
What connection do you see between relig ion, peoplehood, and land?
Does this  enable you to see the Israel Palestine conflict in a new way?

 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of borders?

 

 

Religious ties to Judea and Samaria/West Bank

https://youtu.be/_R0DQg-yNHA?t=50s
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Triggers for concluding whole class discussion on "Religious ties" video

Notes for the teacher prior to screening  the video:

The narrator asks certain questions with a rhetorical flourish, expecting  a certain answer. As  educators  we can
make use of the same questions, yet address them as questions for discussion and even argument.

“Can we hold the Bible as truth, and suggest we give away Judea and Samaria?”

Here there are two questions - to what extent do your students  “hold the Bible as  truth”, and how do these
convictions - whatever they may be - affect our opinions of the modern-day conflict?

“Judea and Samaria have been declared as a portion of Israel’s inheritance… what we do with that fact is up
to us.”

As the narrator says , it is  a fact that these areas were declared Israel’s  inheritance in the Biblical text. What do
your learners  think we should “do” about this?

T he difference between internationally recog nized borders of  Israel, and the Biblical
inheritance of  the Israelites is one of  the issues at the heart of  the conflict.

Suggested introduction:

"We are now going  to look at a video that points  out Biblical connections to the Land. Please note that the
video has been made with a particular political/relig ious agenda in mind - like all videos!"

Explaining the Settlements

https://youtu.be/E0uLbeQlwjw
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5. Final writing exercise:

Write a sentence/paragraph that makes use of these four concepts  - use them in whichever order and with
whatever additional words you wish:

I feel
Jewish People
Land of Israel
State of Israel
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